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Another Eco friendly project using scraps, up cycle from old clothes or items picked up from the
local charity shop or car boot sale, this is a great project to use your imagination and spend
nothing to create a really individual bag. Clear instructions, with plenty of photographs and
diagram's to help you.



Easy Bag 1Sewing Pattern for beginners Eco friendly using scraps from old clothes or items
picked up from the local charity shop this is a great project to use your imagination and spend
nothing to create a really individual bag.You can alter the choice of fabric pieces depending on
the material you have available therefore making your own individual design.Use the size chart
to design your bag e.g. The handles or base could be in a different fabric and not match; they
don’t have to be the same as the bag in the picture.The black bag in the photo was made up of
an old blouse and a piece of sheet.The brown bag was some scrap material and the middle
panel was a silky scarf I didn’t have enough material to make a clasp panel so left it off.I used ¼
“seam allowance which is fairly standard on most projects.(Note: I used ½ “when attaching the
handles to give them more strength) Fabric and accessories required:Base
                                   cut 2 x 3 ½” x 18”

Easy Bag 1 easter, Easy Bag 1 EasyBib, Easy Bag eastern time, Easy Bag 1 Eastbay, Easy Bag
easter 2022, Easy Bag easter 2023
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jonnie hammon, “Five Stars. Easy peasy instructions, and quick.”

Judith Adams, “Four Stars. Not used it yet but instructions look very clear.”

The book by Beth Patterson has a rating of  5 out of 3.5. 3 people have provided feedback.
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